
THS Marching Southern Sounds

Thompson High School donald.bennett@acsboe.org

1921 Warrior Parkway mark.knauss@acsboe.org

Alabaster, AL 35007 ashton.bowles@acsboe.org

jamiah.robbins@acsboe.org

Hoover Competition (State Marching Competition) Itinerary -

10/30/2021

Attire:

- Instrumentalists: Dinkles, TALL black socks, black athletic shorts, and black band Pride shirt for

under MSS uniform. Hair must be up, studs in ears only, no additional piercings, and natural

fingernail polish only.  (We will be in FULL uniform for this event) BAND STUDENTS MUST BE

IN BLACK BAND PRIDE SHIRTS AND BE WEARING TALL BLACK SOCKS IN ORDER

TO PARTICIPATE!!!

- VE: Show outfits with full make-up and hair.

Schedule:

- 2:00PM - Students arrive at THS Band Room in FULL UNDER UNIFORM ATTIRE!

- NO PARKING in the faculty parking lot.  All parking must be in the student side lot.

- 2:20PM - Students will be dismissed by grade level to the Cafeteria/Courtyard for Potluck

- 2:30PM - Potluck!!!

- 4:00PM - School buses arrive for loading

- 4:00PM - Students begin dressing out in uniform!

- 4:20PM - Students begin loading school buses by grade level

- 4:30PM - Depart for Hoover Metropolitan Stadium

- 5:00PM - Arrive at Hoover Metropolitan Stadium

- 5:10PM - Students unpack instruments and equipment

- 5:50PM - Students will walk TOGETHER to warm-up area

- 6:00PM - Warm-up

- 6:50PM - Staging (Loading crew potentially help Front Ensemble)

- 7:00PM - Marching Southern Sounds TAKE THE FIELD!!!

- 7:20PM - Students will depart field together and report to our seating area for Awards Ceremony

- 8:00PM - Awards Ceremony

- 9:00PM (approx) - Students return to buses

- We will disperse sandwiches and waters to students prior to loading (CANNOT eat on buses)

- 10:15PM (approx) - Depart for Thompson High School

- 10:45PM (approx) - Arrive at Thompson High School

- ALL students will help unload trucks upon arrival to THS

- We will gather together for group dismissal

*Times vary on pacing of the game/travel.  Reminds will be sent out to parents for early/late arrival time(s)

Mask Requirements per CDC: All travelers MUST wear a mask on the buses during travel at ALL

TIMES.  However, masks are at the discretion of the individual while off of the buses.
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